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Introduction

Sport psychology is a well-established field of applied research that delves into various

aspects concerning athletes, coaches, parents, and other stakeholders in sport, physical

activity, and exercise settings. This discipline encompasses both theoretical and practical

dimensions, exploring areas, such as exercise psychology, the social psychology of sport

behavior, and the implementation of laboratory and field interventions (Piepiora et al.,

2021). Moreover, it embraces a diverse range of sports, physical activities, competition

levels, recreational settings, age groups, and gender considerations.

The significance of applied research in sport psychology lies in its multifaceted

approach to addressing key issues. These include understanding the psychological

dynamics of sport participation, recognizing the mental health benefits of involvement in

sport, utilizing observational methods for behavioral analysis, validating questionnaires

relevant to sport psychology, studying performance under pressure, managing stress

in sports, reevaluating theories within the field, and leveraging artificial intelligence to

uncover psychological patterns in sports (Arnold and Fletcher, 2021).

Furthermore, the exploration of new approaches and trends in sport psychology faces

several challenges. To address these challenges and pave the way for further research, it

is imperative to emphasize the importance of recovery, optimization, and training from

a sport psychology perspective (Carson et al., 2020; Gillham and Stone, 2020; Eccles

et al., 2022). These considerations will shape the future landscape of sport psychology,

facilitating a deeper understanding of athletes’ psychological wellbeing and performance

enhancement strategies.

Actions related to grand challenges of optimization,
recovery, and training in sport psychology

The sport environment requires coaching staff and professionals working with athletes

to allow them to reach their highest level of performance and optimal state to play or

compete. At this point, it should be clarified that sport psychology does not deal with

improvement in the performance itself, but it plays a great role in bringing out the best in

the athlete leading to an adequate “optimal” state or recovering from a previous injury or a

decreased physical or performance level. Accordingly, the importance of sport psychology

as a tool and way to support and assist coaches and athletes during the training process is

vital (Durand-Bush et al., 2023). Based on this rationale, sport psychology research is a key

aspect in bridging this gap.
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At the first level, where performance is the essential factor to be

developed, the different stakeholders need to be better prepared in

some aspects:

- Activation and self-control can be useful resources and tools

for coaches due to their importance during competitions when

organizing training drills, providing feedback and biofeedback,

managing team dynamics, or supporting the relationships

among players (Ferguson and Hall, 2020).

- Research focusing on the players and athletes can concentrate

on how to tolerate pressure, train and perform under stressful

scenarios, and attempt tomanage the aspects that are under their

control (to train in a good way) (Arnold and Fletcher, 2021).

- Emotional states and athletes’ wellbeing to pursue optimal

performance and recovery (Thompson and Schary, 2021; Taylor

et al., 2022).

- Stakeholders from sport institutions, such as managers, fans, or

family members who are surrounding and supporting athletes,

are part of the context that may affect their optimal states to

train and compete. Therefore, the analysis of how to promote

an adequate environment and a supportive approach is relevant

for sport psychology research (Freeman, 2020; Rouquette et al.,

2020).

The training process in sports is the core moment where

athletes and coaches should be ready to learn or perform as a

way of preparation for further competitions and games. Due to

the large variety of contexts of training (formative process, youth

stages, competitive level, professional settings, etc.), there is a need

to prepare players to learn and train adjusting to the expectancies,

and then reaching the learning zone and the effective training

zone, where athletes can maximize their potential. Moreover,

sport psychology can support the training process for reaching an

optimal state or recovering from an injury or a low performance

where the key aim is to be ready for the competition or to be

selected by the coach (Heidari et al., 2019; Balk and Englert, 2020).

Within the training environment, the relationship between

coaches and athletes requires the use of tools, routines, and

visualization. This aspect is of vital importance in sport psychology

for the exchange of information with athletes and players where the

key is concentration, to be focused on the main important aspects

of the task or the skill. In addition, training in anticipation and

anticipating clues is an excellent and adequate method to improve

the quality of decision-making training and concentration routines

(Dicks et al., 2019; Williams and Jackson, 2019).

The role of the coach is a determinant aspect where the sport

psychology applied to practice is extremely useful for developing

inter-personal and intra-personal competencies such as follows:

- The exchange of information with players and the way to

communicate during tasks and training drills (e.g., Muir and

Munroe-Chandler, 2020).

- How to motivate and promote a positive environment and

positive behaviors (Holt et al., 2020).

- How to get the athlete’s attention during the training tasks

and drills promoting the improvement of the learning process

(confidence, resilience, self-regulation, training imagery, etc.)

(Wright et al., 2022).

- How to be ready to play the game and apply the drills learned

during training (Bonk and Tamminen, 2022).

Finally, these approaches are not only exclusive to

regular sport but also to the rapidly growing esports that

require the application and adaptation of sport psychology

tools and resources to promote optimal states to perform

(Watson et al., 2021).

Future perspectives and opportunities

Based on the above rationale and current approaches, some

future perspectives and opportunities for research are provided as

follows (among others):

- To investigate the efficacy of activation and self-control

techniques among coaches in enhancing an athlete’s performance

during competitions and training sessions.

- To explore innovative psychological interventions aimed

at helping athletes tolerate pressure, perform under stress,

and maintain control over controllable aspects to optimize

training effectiveness.

- To examine the relationship between emotional states, wellbeing,

and athletic performance to develop targeted interventions for

promoting optimal performance and facilitating recovery.

- To investigate the impact of stakeholders, such as managers,

fans, and family members, on athletes’ optimal training and

competitive states, aiming to identify strategies for creating

supportive environments.

- To explore strategies for optimizing training effectiveness across

diverse contexts, including developmental stages, competitive

levels, and professional settings, to maximize athlete’s potential.

- To enhance coach-athlete communication and relationship

dynamics in optimizing performance, motivation, and

learning outcomes.

- To examine the efficacy of anticipation training and

concentration routines in enhancing athletes’ decision-making

abilities andmaintaining focus during training and competition.

- To explore interventions aimed at promoting positive coaching

behaviors and environments to enhance athletes’ motivation,

confidence, and resilience.

- To investigate the integration of technology, such

as virtual reality or biofeedback devices, in sport

psychology interventions.

- To explore the application and adaptation of sport psychology

principles and techniques in the rapidly growing field of e-

sports.
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